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A Rock Concert Experience    Issue date: 03 Jul 2008 
 
I switched on the radio early one Saturday morning to listen to BBC radio 4 and then heard this presentation. 
It was Rhidian speaking of his experience while attending a Rock Concert and it immediately struck a cord with me 
(please excuse the pun) because I too was at a Rock Concert given by Bon Jovi only some 10 hours earlier and felt 
exactly the same emotion as described here (and at the time I rationalised this experience within my mind by 
quantifying precisely what was occurring) – however after stating that – then I must clarify or disagree with much of 
what else has been stated here within the quoted transcript. 
After listening to the radio program and then reading this transcript, my mind considered many other situations where 
this emotion might surface and consequently I felt intensely ‘moved’ to use my right of reply, and I am now using this 
opportunity to guide humans away from being misled by ‘professional’ rogues (but not the writer Rhidian) who seem to 
proliferate so freely as worldly religious leaders within many societies at all levels. 
And I ask the reader to please be aware of this truism, a rogue by definition will be a charmer, have pleasant 
mannerisms, be engaging and popular only because they skillfully operate in a deceitful manner to achieve their own 
ends of self-indulgence (of whatever) at the targeted victim’s expense. This we are also warned about in numerous 
places within The Epistles of The New Testament being false teachers and leaders beguiling ‘the flock’. 
 
So now let us read together what was given on Radio 4 by Rhidian Brook. 
 
 
Thought for the Day, 28 June 2008 
Writer: Rhidian Brook 
This week I was at an outdoor rock concert - something that's now as sure a fixture on the summer calendar as Wimbledon or a Bank Holiday. Half 
way through a beautiful song by the band Radiohead my friend, who as far as I know has no religious affiliations, turned to me with tears in his eyes 
and said that he was having a religious experience. He wasn't being glib. Something was happening in that moment; something powerful enough to 
make him cry, embrace me and for both of us raise our hands in a gesture of abandoned praise. We both knew, without saying so, that we weren't 
worshipping the band - great though they are - and that this 'something' was about more than just music.  
But what was it?  
Of course, I can I explain it all rationally: the sonic vibrations coursing down the cerebral cortex, the mass gathering of people and the quantity of 
beer were all combining to produce a heightened feeling of euphoria. But should I write off what my friend was saying purely on the grounds of it 
being just a feeling? I think he was experiencing something that many of us do but can't always name - that sense of something beyond ourselves and 
the feeling of rapture and exaltation that goes with it The music - like stunning scenery or a fine painting - was really just a window through which he 
caught a glimpse of 'the other', the something beyond the veil of what we can see with our eyes and explain with our minds.  
As the apostle Paul - a man who had a spectacular 3D religious experience - once put it: 'since the creation of the world God's invisible qualities can 
been clearly seen all around us.' In all that is beautiful and excellent, in all that is good, creation shouts and whispers the rumour of the divine.  
I think those tears at the rock concert were a response to the same force of divine Love that revealed itself to Paul; but I also think there's more. The 
theologian Rudolf Otto - who called this sense of 'the tremendous' or the mysterious - 'the numinous' -also said that a religious experience required an 
ethical dimension. Implying that the full measure of the religious experience was not how spectacular it was - but the fruit it bore. A special effect 
needs to have a special effect.  
When the prophet Isaiah' had his fantastic encounter with God his response wasn't so much wow! but woe: 'woe to me for I am a man of unclean lips' 
he said. And it's this response rather than the seraphim or the blinding light figure on the throne that makes it meaningful. The experience lead to an 
instant inner transformation. And interestingly, Isaiah doesn't go and tell people about the vision. He tells them to turn to God, to help the sick and the 
poor and broken. Or as Paul himself bluntly put it: if you really want a religions experience go and look after the widows and the orphans.  
 
 
In my Engineering discipline I must always refer back to The Prime Standard(s), I must be utterly accurate in all I do – 
else my designs become flawed and not satisfy the original design criteria. After some 30 years of professional 
Electronic design work together with mechanical and pneumatics designs for industry certified for ultimate safety 
within continuously explosive atmospheres then dedication to accuracy is most important – human life is at risk, and my 
duty is to minimise it to ideally zero! 

Following that introduction what has it to do with this quoted presentation? 
After 30 years my mental reasoning naturally yearns towards precision and accuracy in everything I put my mind 
towards – else I would be ‘two minded’. Some people affectionately call me “Spock” and others (perhaps less 
affectionately) a “robot”, only because I logically reason/analyse to the ‘nth’ level upon a given set of conditions. 
And thus I apply the same reasoning to this piece – for human life is at risk – I am so conscious of this, and again it is 
my duty to minimise it to zero! 
It is for this specific reason why I become passionate in my drive towards The Absolute Truth, because while 
“Engineering” is demonstrable in its fruits to whether someone has found The Truth displayed as a viable solution, in 
many other ‘disciplines’ the fruits become much less testable – sadly “Religion” as given by its ‘Authorities’ on their 
subject have no obvious quantifiable feedback with which to ascertain The Absolute Truth and would therefore lay at 
the other end of the spectrum to “Engineering”. 
But my mind has been conditioned/trained to cover both extremes and that is why I shall write this reply in the manner 
that I have done.  I am not personally criticising Rhidian for he is merely repeating much of what is stated (in error or 
lack of precision) elsewhere, but I am only using Rhidian’s work as a reference point for comment. 
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Thought for the Day, 28 June 2008 
Writer: Rhidian Brook 
This week I was at an outdoor rock concert - something that's now as sure a fixture on the summer calendar as Wimbledon or a Bank Holiday. Half 
way through a beautiful song by the band Radiohead my friend, who as far as I know has no religious affiliations, turned to me with tears in his eyes 
and said that he was having a religious experience. He wasn't being glib. Something was happening in that moment; something powerful enough to 
make him cry, embrace me and for both of us raise our hands in a gesture of abandoned praise. We both knew, without saying so, that we weren't 
worshipping the band - great though they are - and that this 'something' was about more than just music.  
But what was it?  
It was precisely this comment “Having a religious experience” that really concerned me. 
It was most certainly NOT a religious experience but merely an emotional experience. This is one of the prime 
separators between humans and animals – being what makes us ‘god-like’. There are other separators based upon 
mental processing of information, being the planning of consequences many moves ahead before we have even 
experienced the event being considered. Another would be empathy within our species, also between our species, 
namely different species. A further separation would be the cognitive reasoning upon abstract ideas.  All these are 
examples of brain processing that makes us ‘god-like’ and is wholly specific to humans (and intelligent extraterrestrial 
Entities – that relative to our capabilities could be termed “gods”). 
Contrary to worldly religious leaders, this website clearly explains that it was Jesus creating “The World” (Greek for 
“Adornment/Decoration”) = “Life” on this initially barren planet over the eons of geological time, based upon 
Yahweh’s Laws of Nature from Yahweh’s construction of The Universe. Jesus started learning with vegetable life and 
becoming more proficient then moved to animal life culminating in humanoid prototypes as the fossil records 
demonstrate – but they were still animals!  
Then Jesus created HUMANS being entities where the brain processing capabilities made us “god-like”, but placed 
within proven existing animal humanoid ‘prototypes’. 
These specific humans were called Adam and Eve who then launched The Human Species.  This reasoning fits all The 
Evidence both scientific and The Bible – because ultimately they are both from The Same Source = The Almighty God. 
Thus the DNA frame (brain being its centre) merely becomes ‘a platform’ upon which the intelligent processing of 
information in a ‘god-like’ fashion may occur. I am prepared to postulate that there is another ‘platform’ within The 
Universe that is not based upon DNA (being of Jesus’ Creation) upon which intelligent processing of information might 
occur – this platform I call on this website as “heavenly/celestial/spiritual” bodies (being of Yahweh’s Creation and not 
functioning on DNA principals). This is what The Bible teaches us – please see “soul” in Glossary to understand 
precisely what this word means in relation to the two types of bodies. 
Thus coming to my point, humans have the ability to process external information in such a manner as to create emotion 
within themselves. This might be positive where we desire to help, aid, assist or the other extreme to hinder, hurt or kill 
as a negative reaction. How we process this information to an external action is taught to us by our immediate 
environment as we mature thus some people have an easy life, while others find it much more difficult – which is 
precisely why Jesus RESET our lives to give us the 2nd part to our lives and thus made the 1st Death to be merely 
“Asleep” – all this I fully explain in many places elsewhere on this website www.FutureLife.Org . 
So music together with the ‘ambience’ (= immediate environment – see above) can and does affect us emotionally. 
As I stated earlier it can be innocent as at a Public Concert or as it was used during Hitler’s Youth meetings and 
elsewhere today in political gatherings. 
Thus the leaders/controllers must behave responsibly to Yahweh’s Desire when exercising this tool to illicit an 
emotional response if they are to ultimately find favour with Yahweh.  
Yet there is another event far more insidious than that given above, where hype is used to arouse the emotions within 
The Participating Audience psyched-up by the leaders to get the people to enjoy their weekly ‘fix’, drugged up on 
internally generated adrenalin. Some people even suffer from becoming oxygen drunk but need it – only to be part of 
that all too necessary experience – others shouting out meaningless mumbo-jumbo in some chaotic and uncontrolled 
fashion. People also call this a “religious experience”. 
Why? –  For surely it is against Yahweh’s Desire to be operating in disorder because we are told Yahweh is a God of 
Order. Also we are taught that neither Jesus nor his apostles ever showed these traits, but rather quiet discussion where 
only one spoke at any one time in a question / answer fashion. 

So where might this “unholy” (= “not separated from sin”) practice take place?  
Sadly it takes place within many worldly ‘Christian churches’ where froth is more important than substance. 
These religious leaders are more interested in perverting/twisting a god-given quality of emotion and using it against 
Yahweh’s Real Desire of creating Apostles who intimately know Yahweh’s Word and use all their time profitably in 
preaching it in an educational manner to their neighbour. 
The sole reason why these worldly Christian leaders do this is for “The Kick-Back”. 
“The Kick-Back” being to feed their self-indulgent nature of many things that I cover elsewhere on this website, rather 
than to actually fufil Yahweh’s Desire which is to educate the congregation to become apostles (see Glossary) in their 
own right.  These worldly Christian leaders have become an anathema to Yahweh, being the very Entity that they 
claim to represent!  They will face a harsh judgement of penal reform to their synapse construction if resurrected into 
The Millennium! 
I apologise that I have used a rather broad brush and covered many areas perhaps too sparsely – I did not intend to write 
a book but rather ignite a flame within the readers’ consciousness. 
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For combustion/burning (to create the illumination from a lamp = see Glossary) there must be fuel, oxygen, and heat. 
Hopefully the Bible produces the fuel for you to feed upon, Yahweh being His Breath of oxygen breathing upon you 
and perhaps I become that spark to just kindle those God-given cognitive properties within your mind – are you 
personally interested to keep that flame burning by reading The Bible and breathing in that all too necessary oxygen? –  
Being what separates you from an animal! 
 
Of course, I can I explain it all rationally: the sonic vibrations coursing down the cerebral cortex,  
I like to be precise because so many people are not accurate in what they speak – so where else might they be wrong in 
what they state? 
Actually the sonic vibrations impact upon a mechanical diaphragm (called the ear drum) which then translates the 
original longitudinal air vibrations into liquid vibrations that are mechanically coupled to hairs that act as transducers to 
create electrical signals being the movement of electrons in a conductive medium of “The Nerve”. The electrons flow 
along the conductive nerve to the cerebral cortex where these electrons affect the bonding, hence weighting of calcium 
and potassium levels at the synapse junction to modify thought processing. Even that is very lightweight – but at least it 
is accurate, though still at a fairly high level. 
 
the mass gathering of people 
“Herd” and “pack” instinct – just do what everyone else is doing. 
 
 and the quantity of beer 
Just simply changes ‘the chemistry within the brain’ to inhibit coherent thought processes. 
 
were all combining to produce a heightened feeling of euphoria. 
Being precisely my point of “What is The Gathering for?” -  For this tends to set the agenda! 
It may be quite innocent – have a good time at no one’s expense - or something much more sinister!  
 
But should I write off what my friend was saying purely on the grounds of it being just a feeling? I think he was experiencing something that many of 
us do but can't always name - that sense of something beyond ourselves and the feeling of rapture and exaltation that goes with it The music - like 
stunning scenery or a fine painting - was really just a window through which he caught a glimpse of 'the other', the something beyond the veil of what 
we can see with our eyes and explain with our minds.  

How did I rationalise my emotional experience at the time through my moist eyes? 
I scanned my mind through the wonderful Laws of Nature that Yahweh had created and His son Christ Jesus used to 
create us humans – with all the variance before my five senses that Jesus had created within The Animal Frame. 
Jesus created designed-in variance within The DNA to give the singers and musicians their particular skills. Jesus 
created the designed-in variance within The DNA to create human engineers with the skills to harness Yahweh’s Laws 
(just as Jesus had done but at such a greater level) to produce the electronic amplifiers, designing the loudspeaker cones 
and materials of the correct mass and rigidity, electromagnetic pick-up coils on the electric guitars, fret spacing set 
correctly for nodal spacing of wires resonating at all those different frequencies.  The design of The Stadium through to 
the materials (and detailed testing regimes) used within its creation. Also of the power generators so many miles away, 
creating power by magnetic flux sweeping across conductors, synchronising the voltage phasing and then transmitting 
the transformed energy through switch gear using sulphur hexafluoride as internal spark suppressant. Not forgetting the 
co-operation within the human species to organise such a function from its conception perhaps a year or so earlier to its 
enactment that I was enjoying.  The Laws of Nature being Yahweh’s Creation, the movement of electrons through the 
doping layers within the silicon semiconductors, electrons being forced to jump from different energy levels within their 
atoms to create the coloured lighting shows that pleased the audience. My mind went towards those pioneering 
scientists Faraday, Rutherford, Einstein, Maxwell, Newton, etc who Yahweh allowed to discover His most wonderful 
Laws of Nature unfolding in due time to allow our world to fill with humans at Yahweh’s Desired rate so that The Fill, 
The Demise, The 144000 could all be reached at the correct time to herald in The Millennium – all according to 
Yahweh’s Great Master Plan. Then I thought of Wallace and Darwin discovering the variety built into the design of ‘a 
kind’ where ‘kinds’ “yielded their own kind” precisely as Bible tells us to create the variety along ‘the branches’ 
precisely as scientists also tell us today so many years after this was written in The Bible. I could write a large book on 
the various things that were going through my mind and the utter magnificence of these things that Yahweh and Jesus 
has done for us, and me in particular to enjoy what Those Two Particular Entities had given to me – this is what brought 
tears to my eyes being The Much Greater Vista within my mind all coming together and still does as I write this now! 
The show Bon Jovi gave to me being their talent well expressed was merely the visible manifestation of Yahweh’s and 
Jesus’ spender operating ‘behind the scenes’ but I doubt if The Greater Vista (other than the most immediate) was 
recognised by the vast majority of spectators at that Concert or any concert. 
My knowledge went far beyond the five senses and thus perhaps my emotional experience was enhanced by reasoning 
upon and applying this inner knowledge to The Ultimate Worship of Yahweh through Jesus (“the specific god” of us). 
 
As the apostle Paul - a man who had a spectacular 3D religious experience - once put it: 'since the creation of the world God's invisible qualities can 
been clearly seen all around us.'  
Being a quote from Rom.1v20 – please see later. 
And Paul was only expressing things at human level without scientific equipment – I am fortunate by “standing on the 
shoulders of giants” (sadly not my expression) to have knowledge at molecular level at one extreme and astrophysics at 
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the other - of which Paul had none of this!  That is why I become very emotional the more I learn about The Universe – 
and praise Yahweh ever more profusely. Always knowing that we humans have barely scratched the surface of the 
Laws of Nature – being unseen until discovered with the correct detection equipment. 
However, Paul was able by extension to reason that there was much more behind Yahweh than what was perceived by 
our five senses without external amplification through his direct experience on the road to Damascus. 
But we must be very careful here – that phrase “religious experience” has just popped up! 
Paul like me became emotional over The Knowledge that he had. This “Knowledge” he ascribed to Yahweh.  
I would not describe it as a “religious experience” – because in my vocabulary “religious” is only a worldly term that 
has been severely tarnished by rogues/charlatans at the highest levels (see definition of “Religion”, “Charlatan” in 
Glossary). 
 
In all that is beautiful and excellent, in all that is good, creation shouts and whispers the rumour of the divine.  
I am not quite sure from where Rhidian is quoting because I am really struggling to find it, firstly from within my brain 
(for I know the Bible contents fairly well) and secondly in my various reference concordances – so I suspect it is a 
compound hybrid of several passages some of which are not attributed to Paul!  I further suspect that it is a hybrid from 
the NIV which is a most lousy reference Bible as I show by quotation when compared with the original Greek in my 
NT Translation given on this website. 
I would like to quote the most likely passage from The Bible (KJV for convenience) at Rom.1v19-20 (noting variance 
at Rom.8v22 which I explain elsewhere on this website) and then place it into context. 

(v19) Because that which may be known of God is manifest in them; for God hath shewed it unto them. 
(v20) For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the 
things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse. 

To correctly understand this piece, then please read “God” and “ho theos” in Glossary, in “Concordance” and my essay 
entitled “The Trinity – What is it?”  On this website www.FutureLife.Org – for it is not quite as we are told by those 
representatives of worldly Christianity. 
Then there are several Psalms by King David (some 1000 years prior to Paul) that touch on this theme – but that is 
about the limit – thus this can be assumed to be a ‘worldly sourced phrase’ with all its inherent inaccuracies – and I 
would be belabouring the point to fully explain the inconsistencies in this piece – thus it is showman’s rhetoric. 
However trying to ‘keep on track’ because I can spend so much time in untangling the deception of worldly wisdom – 
then let us place this quotation (Rom.1v20) back into context and discuss that instead. 
The context of this is about human religious leaders (principally Christian – because they have all The Truth before 
them within The Bible), who then turn their back upon where The Direction of this knowledge takes them – so as they 
might enjoy worldly self-indulgence and thus to not imitate Jesus’ sacrificial lifestyle where he “had nowhere to lay his 
head”, no future pension, insurance policies, etc.  Clearly I will be argued against by many people stating that these are 
necessities for today – which just validates my assertion that they are worldly focused! 
But it is much worse than this – Paul is specifically homing in on worldly self-indulgencies that even Ezekiel spoke 
about that the priests of his day were doing in The Temple of Jerusalem (see “Temple”, “Jerusalem” in Glossary to 
understand the deeper meanings behind these words and why so applicable to day). 
So Paul is stating: ‘Even with all this knowledge – then why do these self-claimed representatives of Yahweh not 
imitate Jesus’ lifestyle?’  Clearly they should have “copied Paul as he copied Jesus” which is an accurate quotation from 
The Bible!  The key point is made at Rom.1v32 that rounds off the whole chapter: 

(32) Who knowing the judgment of God, that they which commit such things are worthy of death, not only do 
the same, but have pleasure in them that do them. 

Remember we only see the façade being the painted face of the religious leader – it is Yahweh and Jesus who can read 
the synapse construction (see “Heavenly Treasure” in Glossary) being the true motivation of their works – (to be used in 
The Resurrection). 
I could write a book on displayed works alone – with much evidence from the archives of history! 
Note also, statistics can be used to show that human characteristics do not change from one generation to the next in 
what profession they take – but just the person changes – thus we must use Jesus’ most important tool that he graciously 
gave us – ‘you know the tree by its fruits’ – and you ‘audit the fruits against what The Bible specifically tells us’! 
But to be in the position to do that then you must read a good Bible daily (but please absolutely not the NIV which is 
merely a worldly interpretation and a very poor one at that – this website gives many quotations compared with the 
original Greek to validate/substantiate that claim)! 
 
I think those tears at the rock concert were a response to the same force of divine Love that revealed itself to Paul;  
Only in the sense that the human quality of emotion was invoked by data coming in from the environment processed by 
a brain capable of creating emotion from specific input stimuli – and absolutely nothing else! 
Emotion as I stated earlier can be used to good or bad effect depending upon the environmental background delivering 
the emotional response!   
This is where the lack of precision hampers reasoned argument!  A pandemic problem today!  People with too little 
knowledge makes them a danger to themselves and sadly to other people!  Often the most vocal people think they know 
the most – which brings to mind the truism “Empty vessels make the most sound”. 
Very important question to ask of your leaders (excluding musicians – who do it for the love of their music). 
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Always ask at one of these gatherings: Why might the leaders be delivering the environment presented? 
The answer is that they desire to control you – by use of the most powerful means - being that of emotion! 
That is why they are called “a leader” – because the common trait of a leader is that “they desire to control”! 
They desire to control – YOU! 
That is why they are where they are, and you are where you are! 
It cannot be more simply put! 
 
but I also think there's more. 
Oh really? 
I think the clouds of fog are gathering to smother reasoning! 
 
The theologian Rudolf Otto - who called this sense of 'the tremendous' or the mysterious - 'the numinous' -also said that a religious experience 
required an ethical dimension. 
I thought it might becoming – and as suggested earlier – ‘par for the course’ from a worldly theologian! 
Thus utter waffle!  It means absolutely nothing!  But trying to enforce the most overused rhetoric “it is a mystery”! 
 
Implying that the full measure of the religious experience was not how spectacular it was - but the fruit it bore.  
So what? 
Let us not try and make something out what it is not! 
I feel Jesus is being misquoted here. Jesus used this as a very useful diagnostic tool to determine whether a person is 
accurately representing Yahweh or merely their worldly self. 
 
A special effect needs to have a special effect.  
I think that ‘the train has now come off the rails’ at this point!  Just verbiage! 
 
When the prophet Isaiah' had his fantastic encounter with God his response wasn't so much wow! but woe: 'woe to me for I am a man of unclean lips' 
he said.  
The partial quote comes from Isaiah.6v5 – let me quote all of it and place it within context. 

(5) “Then said I, Woe is me!  For of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of a people with unclean lips, for 
mine eyes have seen the King, the Lord of hosts (armies)”. 

To place it in context, Isaiah was stating that he had witnessed an event (described in Isaiah.6v1-5) that could only have 
been placed there by Yahweh God – thus Isaiah had seen effectively what Yahweh’s holy spirit made possible – but he 
had not seen Yahweh. See Ex.34v20 being Yahweh Himself. Thus this encounter was actually with Jesus as “JCg” (see 
Glossary) being The Intercessor/Mediator between humans and Yahweh Himself. Other examples of this are given at 
Ex.3v2-7 where an angel speaks as though Yahweh was speaking – being merely a faithful relay of Yahweh Himself.  
Isaiah and other prophets also spoke at times in the ‘First Person’ – as though they were Yahweh, but merely a relay of 
Yahweh Himself here on Earth through His personal spokesmen. 
Then we are told a seraphim (merely means “Fiery Entity” – thus a descriptor only) upon taking ‘a coal’ (actually the 
Hebrew means a “hot stone”) from ‘The Alter’ placed it in Isaiah’s mouth to take Isaiah’s iniquity and sin away. I 
would like to expand this point to technically discuss what was occurring here but that would require several pages and 
is outside the scope of this writing.  
 
And it's this response rather than the seraphim or the blinding light figure on the throne that makes it meaningful. The experience led to an instant 
inner transformation. And interestingly, Isaiah doesn't go and tell people about the vision. He tells them to turn to God, to help the sick and the poor 
and broken.  
Actually this is an utter lie because Isaiah effectively recorded the very opposite! 
I need to quote The Bible here – to justify that statement of mine! 
Isaiah.6v9+ 

“(9) And he said: Go, and tell this people, hear ye indeed, but understand not; and see ye indeed, but perceive 
not. 
(10) Make the heart of this people fat, and make their ears heavy, and shut their eyes; lest they see with their 
eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with their heart, and convert, and then be healed.  
(11) Then said I, Lord, how long?  And he answered, until the cities be wasted without inhabitant, and the 
houses without man, and the land be utterly desolate. 
(12) And the Lord have removed men far away, and there be a great forsaking in the midst of the land. 
(13) But yet in it shall be a tenth (actually prophetically means “tithe”) and it shall return, and shall be whose 
substance is in them, when they cast [“their leaves” = a CA, thus ignore] the holy seed shall be the substance thereof. 

Chapter 7 and 8 go on to speak of the lands around Israel pre Jesus’ ministry but Isaiah is actually in prophetic mode 
and these chapters are a double take being of the time from the Babylonian conquest and then a repeat of The Christian 
Nation of The Gospel Age speaking of what will occur much later where “Ephraim of The Israelite Nation” in The Old 
Testament (in prophetic mode) always represents Worldly Christian Leaders. 
Chapter 9 then prophesises the birth of Jesus to answer Isaiah’s question of 6v11 and I will expand soon. 
Verse (9) tells us that the Israelite people hear but do not listen, close their ears to real knowledge (because it cramps 
their lifestyle), see the evidence but choose not to register the significance within their mind. This situation is also 
precisely mirrored by The Christian Nation of The Gospel Age and hence the double take of The Old Testament 
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prophecy regarding The Israelite Nation for it always represents The Christian Nation from which Yahweh draws his 
“New Spiritual Israel” (being the “144000”) – please see Glossary on these terms. 
Verse (10) the results witnessed to human society when its members ignore Yahweh’s Word. As today equally – 
especially in supposedly ‘Christian’ nations!  Here Yahweh is stating in ‘the negative’ that they should not see – 
because He does not want them to understand. This may seem strange – but it is stated as such for several reasons. 
1. God uses the 6000 years to fill up The World with the correct number of humans – knowledge correctly acted upon 
(= Godly Wisdom) cannot occur sooner else it will shorten the prophesied 6000 years for the 7th block of 1000 years 
being the completion/perfecting of the human species. The Hebrew root for “7” means “completion” and in the terms of 
Yahweh it also means “perfection”. 
2. They need to learn from their mistakes – sadly – the hard way and thus turn away from this sinful 1st part of their life 
when resurrected into The Millennium at the commencement of the 2nd part of their life 
3. Yahweh needs the correct number of elected 144000 humans out of The Gospel Age who precisely imitate Jesus. 
Verse (11) the answer is given in this ‘double take’ prophecy. The first ‘take’ is at about 600 CE where the Israelites 
were taken by The Babylonians into slavery where The Temple and Jerusalem destroyed. The second ‘take’ is almost 
right upon us now at the end of The Gospel Age. In both instances this destruction is preparing the way for The Advent 
of Jesus both the 1st time and now the 2nd time around being “This Age” when all these things shall occur (not “this 
generation” as often mistranslated in standard bibles). 
Verse (12) Speaks of humans (Israelites and Christians responsible at their respective time through the ages for 
Yahweh’s Word faithfully reproduced to The Heathen of The World) going far away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
Verse (13) tells us that “A Remnant” being ‘a tax’ taken from the people ‘going to God’ (important terminology). This 
again is two fold. Initially Ezra and Nehemiah returning from Babylonian exile to rebuild The Temple of Jerusalem. But 
secondly (being the most important), it is the 144000 elected/chosen out from The Gospel Age to become The Temple 
(many quotes in Epistles) of The New Jerusalem (being Yahweh’ Organisation see Rev21v2) ready for The 
Millennium. The foundation built for this temple by Jesus being the subject of Chapter 9. It is “the casting of the holy 
seed” (see Jesus’ The Sower parable also Paul speaking about sowing and watering) that is the pointer to Christians of 
The Gospel Age, but only The 144000 who actually fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in doing it (thus imitating Jesus). 
As you can see there is so much buried just beneath the surface of this – all in prophetic mode and I have barely 
‘scratched the surface’ on this topic. Please read this website in its entirety to understand precisely Yahweh’s Plan. 
However it is most certainly not what Rhidian told us – as the reader is quite able to see – but innocently repeated what 
could be appropriately called “the party line” being “the doctrine” of misrepresentation to “the masses”. 
That is my whole point – the vast majority of people who speak about religious matters have not really the faintest idea 
upon which they are speaking – but just add to the mish mash / plethora / waste verbiage to clutter the reasoning of The 
World.  Naturally to the glory of Satan because it throws human reasoning into chaos as we witness within and 
throughout society only caused because humans do not know where to aim for That Goal! 
This website www.FutureLife.Org is trying desperately to readdress the balance – but is being constantly ‘smothered’ 
by people spouting worldly wisdom without much clue to what they should be doing – being “blind leading the blind” 
and as we are told “they both fall into the pit”. Which is precisely what we are witnessing now – and sadly why it must 
occur to show that when we leave Yahweh’s guidance – we (collectively as humans) fall into the pit – because we 
humans are so “stiff-necked” to quote The Bible! 
Hard comment I know – but hard plain speaking is sometimes required shake people from their slumbers! 
But I do this in that common and over used word “Love” but sincerely from my point of view – that is why I freely 
spend thousands of hours being all my spare time only to help clear the prevalent worldly dross from clouding human 
understanding. 
 
Or as Paul himself bluntly put it: if you really want a religions experience go and look after the widows and the orphans.  
Not quite – that was the least of what he stated! 
The more important thing was that we were individually to become apostles to teach The World about The Goal – 
being that ‘The Knowledge Thereof’ would transform peoples’ minds having the consequential ‘fallout’ to “go and 
look after the widows and orphans”. Sadly Rhidian has “placed the cart before the horse” – a pandemic practice leading 
to the headless nature of society today!  A common expression of today clearly tells us: “The head leads the body”. 
Get ‘the head correct’ being focused on The Goal (see Glossary), and then commensurate works will follow. 
All this demonstrates the lack of precision by those having so little knowledge and understanding – but claiming to 
know! 
 
 
 
Now I shall write my piece. It potentially is quite difficult because there is so much here to cover without it becoming 
too long – longer than the original transcript. 

Do I use a wide brush and not cover things to the lowest level or pick one subject and drill down to 
substantiate my high level reasoning? 

Well let me start with Paul and see what develops! 
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The Apostle Paul was born into a family of high class Pharisees where he was schooled by his parents till the age of 10 
in Jewish traditional writings and also of The Torah. He was a Roman citizen and would also have received an 
education in both Greek and Roman culture. At the age of 10 he was sent to Jerusalem to become a pupil at the most 
prestigious rabbinical school lead by Gamaliel – perhaps The Most Eminent rabbi at his time given the title of Rabban 
and he was referred to both in The Bible Acts.5v24-40, 22v3 and the Talmud. 
Here at this school Paul would learn The Traditions of The Pharisees and inculcate The Scriptures within his mind. He 
and his fellow students would practice exegesis (extensive and critical analysis of master text) amongst themselves 
being strongly encouraged by Gamaliel, their mentor. The students who completed their schooling would immediately 
command the highest positions within society because of their breadth of knowledge and reasoning skills honed by 
Gamaliel. 
Paul having this background hated the apparently new Religion called Christianity, thus being schooled in Jewish 
Religious Law and having power from connections in high places he then took it upon himself to eradicate Christianity 
to maintain the purity of The Jewish Faith. However Jesus now resurrected by Yahweh to become “the specific god” of 
mankind saw deep into Paul’s heart being the ardent zeal driving Paul to sincerely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire as best he 
could. As Paul tells us later he was “blaspheming in ignorance” which tells us that to “blaspheme” actually means 
“denying by rebellion”.  
However Jesus as “the specific god” of this world, knew that he could use Paul to further Christianity into The World to 
correctly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire especially with Paul’s deep knowledge of the Jewish Scriptures to link in with Jesus’ 
ministry – as we clearly see in Hebrews epistle when Paul carefully explains the linkage.  
Thus while Paul was journeying towards Damascus to imprison more Christians – Jesus as “the specific god” of us 
humans communicated to Paul in such a manner as to throw Paul into a completely different direction, rather than to 
blaspheme against the holy spirit – Paul was now working with the holy spirit from Yahweh dispensed by Jesus having 
his presence operating within Paul. Paul now became a foremost Apostle enabling Yahweh’s Word now to be 
transmitted to The Gentiles by a person who was schooled as a Pharisee to the very highest level. 
He consequently suffered persecution for the rest of his life – where he became an outcast from his original circle of 
friends, many of whom being the religious leaders of his day attacked him and sought his death. We are also told in one 
of his epistles how he was shunned by certain members of the new Christian community – but he remained utterly 
faithful to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire until his martyrdom. 
While Paul is perhaps the greatest exemplar of Christ, as we are told driven by the internal pain of what he had done to 
Christians prior to his conversion on the road to Damascus, there were many other Christians during the 1st century and 
throughout The Gospel Age who tried their utmost to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire during their whole life (again often to 
martyrdom). Another example that springs to mind some 500 years ago was William Tyndale who was put to death by 
the religious leaders of his day for merely trying to bring The Word of God to the people in their own language! 
We also have God’s messengers faithfully fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire in The Old Testament, names like Jeremiah, 
Amos, Ezekiel, Isaiah, Micah, Elijah being shunned by the religious authorities of the day. Often imprisoned, slapped, 
abused and cursed by the religious authorities in power – their only crime was to faithfully fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
which was merely to accurately preach and represent The Word of God to those around them. But because The Word of 
God accurately reproduced by these faithful servants was at variance to that spoken by the multitude of Religious 
leaders of the day then these faithful servants received the full wrath metered out by the worldly religious leaders. 
And likewise today, those humans who accurately publicise The Word of God to the people will also be cursed and 
persecuted only because their message is at variance to that taught by the prevailing religious authorities for John.16v1-
4 tells us that this will occur by religious leaders believing they are doing it in the service and name of God!  
However The Bible teaches us that this personal persecution must only occur from accurately publicising The Word of 
God to the people by imitating Jesus’ lifestyle and ministry. For Paul teaches us that persecution must not come about 
through involvement with a political or otherwise worldly causes, nor from contravening secular law (provided it does 
not contravene Yahweh’s greater Laws). Thus a human trying to imitate Jesus should show him or herself to The World 
as being a model citizen who is beyond reproach, thus any persecution must only be from accurately publicising God’s 
Word.  Further we could logically deduce because The Bible teaches us this persecution will occur to those individuals 
imitating Jesus, then perhaps:   

‘If a representative claiming to represent Jesus is not persecuted (instigated by the religious authorities of the 
day) - then it could be that Jesus does not recognise them as truly representing his interests – but perhaps 
merely a charlatan seeking their own interests!’ 

That is certainly a very profound “Thought for the Day”! 
 
 
 


